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Announcements


MOVED & SECONDED



Monthly Meeting: 
November 11, 2017
Meeting: 09:00
Boutwells Landing 
Auditorium A (Gables Wing)



Program:   John Dean, KØJDD, on ARISS

 Pre-meeting: 
~07:30 - 08:45 
Breakfast & Coffee 
Perkins Restaurant
 2050 Frontage Rd W 
Stillwater, MN

Proud affiliate of the Courage Kenny Handiham System

On our website www.radioham.org
Our full-service website is a resource for 
current information, last-minute changes in meeting times and events, web-only 
stories, and archived news. 
¨	Review the latest meeting minutes and 
reports. 
¨	Access archived newsletters using the menu in the left sidebar. 

November
2017


Program:  John Dean, KØJDD, on ARISS - What it’s all about, plus an 
inside look at a local contact!
Image credit: NASA Johnson

On 22 Feb 2017 there was a successful ARISS (Amateur Radio on the International Space Station) 
contact between the ISS and John H. Glenn Middle School in Maplewood, MN.  John Dean, KØJDD, will give an overview of the ARISS Program and provide a back stage look into what it takes to be selected for and to make a successful contact.

John has been a licensed Ham since 2007 and is 
constantly trying -- yet seldom succeeding -- to resist the lure of the next bright shiny object in Amateur Radio.
  Signals from SARA
From the Shack
Notes from the President







Greetings from my shack, de Joe KCØOIO.

It’s been a busy fall! And now we’ve had October snow for the first time in 
several years. Must mean it’s shack and workbench time once again.

The last days of October and first days of November have been a flurry of 
activity getting ready for our 13th annual Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald Special Event. I had to get the N3FJP ACLog program and callsign databases updated on the 3 club laptops. Then I’ve been working on getting one of the laptops to talk with a TS590S that we use for special events and Field Day. We are going to be using this pairing for the multi-mode station at Split Rock, out in the new trailer operating station. That’s not been without challenges, for sure. 

I had the chance to head out and do some portable operating in early October. A family member has some property on a small lake east of Luck, WI and we planned a weekend to get some fall clean-up chores done. I went up early 
Saturday on my own and set up the Buddistick and ran some FT8 on 40 and 20 that afternoon. Getting out of the city made a HUGE difference in the noise floor. This was the first time I planned to spend some time doing just ham radio, and I will be planning to do some more next spring, summer, and fall.

I recently attended the AERO (Association of Emergency Radio Organizations) Level 101 and 102 Classes. AERO’s curriculum team has developed these classes to replace and expand upon the original AERO Basic class of past years. Both of the classes I attended happened to be the 1st offerings of each of them, and as such had some hiccups along the way. The classes are a great learning experience to gain knowledge and confidence operating for public 
service and disaster relief events. The final session for AERO 101 for 2017 happens to be Nov 11 in Eden Prairie. You can get more info at aeromn.org. I found the classes quite informative. I also found them somewhat tedious, 
although that was probably due to my experience level and much of what was covered I already felt confident in my knowledge and skills. I do recommend the classes for those wishing to gain knowledge and develop skills in this arena.

Elections of officers for 2018 is approaching. The positions of President, Vice President, Secretary, Treasurer and one Director are up for election. Please consider serving the club in one of these roles. I do hope to continue serving as President.

The Nov 11th meeting will feature John Dean KØJDD sharing the experience of an Amateur Radio In the Space Station (ARISS) school contact at John Glenn Middle School in Maplewood this past spring. Don’t forget the pre-meeting Breakfast will be at Perkins Restaurant 2050 W Frontage Rd (Hwy 36 & 
Washington) in Stillwater at 7:30 AM. I have a family wedding that day, so I will be there this month, but the rest of the breakfast gang hopes to see you there! 


73 es CUL,
de Joe (KCØOIO)
Upcoming Meetings & Events

·	Nov. 3-5: Split Rock Lighthouse Special Event; Split Rock, MN
·	Nov. 9: VE Testing; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
·	Nov. 11: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights  North (Gables) entrance, downstairs 
(or elevator to meeting rooms on the left at bottom of stairs) 
·	Dec. 9: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
·	Jan. 13: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
·	Feb. 10: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
·	Mar. 10: Monthly meeting; Boutwells Landing, Oak Park Heights
Continued on next page
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SARA On the Air

SARA Phone Roundtables 
Daily @ 20:00 Local      (except Tuesday & Thursday): 1.966 MHz LSB +/- QRM 
(alternate: 21.316 MHz USB)

Monday @ 09:00 NEW! Local:   3.856 MHz LSB +/- QRM 

Tuesday @ 19:00 Local:
24.955 MHz USB +/- QRM 


SARA Repeater Weekly Net Wednesday @ 21:00 Local: WØJH Repeater          147.060+ MHz (Positive offset) 
114.8 Hz  TX tone (required)
156.7 Hz  Receive tone


Digital Net RETURNS
Sunday (starting Oct. 15) 
19:00 Local:
3.58415 MHz  (500-1,000 Hz)
Monitor SARA Repeater 
for assistance
The last  Radio Camp at Courage North was in 2009.
QSL Contact Info 
Program - from page 1
 On Hiatus Until Fall
Continued on next page
Continued on next page
2017
SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!
ww.radioham.org 
Continued on next page
Who remembers this?  Where, when, and what 
happened to the structure that put an end to its use?
50 Over
Patrick Tice, WAØTDA

Somehow, while I wasn’t paying attention, 50 years have passed since I first received my Novice Amateur Radio license.  Where has the time gone?  How did all of those years slip by so quickly? 
Part 6:  Ham radio challenges
As I bring this narrative to a close, it seems worthwhile to take a look at what has changed about Amateur 
Radio over a half century.  There is nothing like living through change, which in the case of a technical activity like radio, is an evolutionary process.  The problem is that since the change is mostly incremental, you can find yourself not really appreciating how little changes over time can add up to huge ones later on.  
Another thing that happens to all of us as we get a few more miles on the old clock is that we tend to make 
assumptions about what others, both in and out of 
Amateur Radio, know about – well, everything. 
Let’s look at a common knowledge divide in ham radio – VHF/UHF operation versus HF operation.  Turning back the clock to 1967, teenage me earned my Novice license.  The path to ham radio in the mid-twentieth century usually began with short-wave listening.  Many households had radios that did cover some of the short-wave bands.  Serious listeners bought dedicated “communications receivers” with more features like more short-wave bands, band spread, headphone jacks, and beat frequency oscillators.  Short-wave broadcasting was in its heyday, and stations would 
often respond to signal reports with QSL cards as acknowledgement.  Everything used vacuum tubes, and parts were available locally in most cities of any size.  The entry level license simply assumed you would be using Morse code on the HF bands, and it was time-limited to a year to encourage the study of Morse and more advanced electronics and regulations so that the new ham would upgrade to the General Class license, which – for practical purposes – was one’s ticket to HF operation, which all of us were seeking.  
In the course of all that short-wave listening, on the air experience as Novices, and then General Class licensure and exposure to more HF spectrum, I learned – as did my fellow hams – a great deal about how HF propagation works.  We knew that the 75 meter band would come alive at night, and that it would be especially useful in the long winter nights when thunderstorm static and 
absorption would be minimal.  We learned how to pay attention to the eleven year solar cycle and solar weather.  Most of us, aside from those who didn’t pass the 13 word per minute code exam and instead chose the Technician Class VHF/UHF route to licensure, didn’t pay a lot of attention to what was happening outside the HF bands.  
Many of us built our own equipment.  Vacuum tube construction with point to point wiring on an aluminum chassis was common and within the reach of anyone who cared to learn how to solder – most of us – and who could find the necessary parts.  The ARRL Handbook had pages and pages of tube base diagrams in the reference section at the end of the book.  Antennas were also often as not homebrewed.  Since automatic antenna tuners were still far into the future, I 
remember taking extra pains to make sure my antennas were resonant and would not require any “tuning”.  It the Fitbit had been invented then, I would have had plenty of 30K step days, given all the trips back and forth checking SWR and adjusting antenna elements. 
Getting on the air was then, as it is now, a lot of fun.  Working DX was really special, since it was exceedingly rare for the average person to be able to talk with someone at such great distances.  I lost count of the Russians named “Vlad” whom I worked on CW.  Contacts were logged, as was 
required by FCC regulations.  
Mobile operation was a thing back then, but the vacuum tube gear was big, heavy, and required high voltage power supplies.  Granted, there was more space under the dash, but going mobile on HF was something that really required a lot of dedication.  As two meter FM repeaters began to appear, most of us simply opted for the much smaller VHF transceivers as our only mobile rigs.  
Got the picture?  Okay, back to 2017.  Today’s new hams enter Amateur Radio through the Technician license, which, in spite of its HF components, remains primarily a VHF/UHF ticket.  Their on the air experience will typically be on the VHF and UHF bands, not HF.  Few if any will have access to a communications receiver or even a radio that incidentally covers some of the short-wave bands.  Almost none will build their own equipment, since the necessary entry level gear is readily available at 
ridiculously low prices from China, and in any case the extremely compact solid-state surface mount design of modern gear is very difficult for the average person to manage as a do-it-yourself project.  
It is this new ham who, as soon as he or she passes the Technician exam, will be 
encouraged to upgrade to General to gain access to the HF bands.  Many do, with some successfully passing the General immediately after taking the Tech at their first VE session.   
What challenges do these new hams face?  Well, the most obvious is that they are jumping headlong into HF operation with no experience listening to short-wave (or even AM broadcast band!), and no on the air practice on HF while holding their 
beginner licenses.  Everything is new; unlike the Novice licensee of the mid-20th 
century, they have no idea why any given band is “open” to good propagation during the night and not during the day or vice-versa.  The solar cycle and solar weather are equally mysterious.  A G-2 storm can wipe out the bands, leaving a newbie to ponder packing the rig up and sending it to the shop for repair!  
Other challenges abound.  Those of us who have been licensed for decades 
assume things about new licensees that we really have no right to assume.  We assume that they will be eager to work DX, forgetting that what was special about it for us – talking to someone on the other side of the planet – is no longer unique at all in today’s world of STEAM® accounts and MMOGs – massively multiplayer online games connecting gamers worldwide with video and audio.  We assume that anyone can appreciate the value of ham radio in public service, but remember that today’s teens know about 9/11 only through history books.  We sometime push ideas that are out of date and make no sense to newbies.  For example, code means Morse to us, but may mean C++ to a technically-inclined new licensee.  And I still hear some old timers go on about how CW can get through when nothing else does, in spite the obviously better throughput of digital modes.  The better approach would be to talk up the simplicity and lack of hardware and software dependencies CW gear has over other more complex equipment, making it less brittle in an emergency.
Today too many new hams simply don’t get on the air.  Unfamiliar with the vagaries of HF operation and discouraged by the lack of hands-on mentoring coupled with a vast wasteland of unused and underused VHF and UHF repeaters, some just don’t feel it’s worth their time.  Unlike the mid-20th century experience that I had, theirs is informed by a huge landscape of choices in which technology can engage them in ways that have nothing to do with ham radio.  Indeed, Amateur Radio is only one of many 
technical activities instead of the gateway activity to electronics and engineering that it once was.  
With so much competition from smartphones, gaming, virtual reality, and constant 
connectivity through apps and social media, where does Amateur Radio stand?  
For one thing, we are an aging demographic.  Ham clubs are full of grey hair, and many of them reflect this fact in their choice of programs and activities.  Over the years that I worked in the Handiham Program, I was in touch with many clubs.   It was clear that the least successful ones – the ones that shrank until they finally dissolved – failed to recruit new members, especially younger ones – by having lame programs and 
failing to offer classes, VE sessions, and on the air activities. 
Even if a club does everything right, offering fresh cutting-edge programs and activities, scheduling classes and VE sessions, and working with schools and Scout troops to recruit young members, mentoring is still sometimes just not effective.  Judging by what I see on Reddit and Facebook, there are plenty of new hams who turn to social 
media for answers to technical and operating questions rather than to a local radio club.  
Why is that?
Well, things are different today.  Using smartphones and social media make sense 
because you can connect immediately with a group of like-minded individuals who can probably help you quickly.  This makes more sense than waiting for a club meeting to pose a question and possibly risk being judged for what you don’t know, or maybe not getting an answer at all, since the group is limited by its small size.  If you delve into postings of experiences with radio clubs, you will soon read about stand-offish 
behavior, boring meetings, and a pecking order attitude.   As I’ve mentioned earlier, my experience with clubs was generally positive – but most of that experience 
predated the many opportunities we now have to interact in online communities.   
Let’s face it – we older guys sometimes don’t like change.  And “older” is our demographic, so we have to work extra hard to be self-aware.  In the same way that young drivers zip through roundabouts without batting an eye, young hams are pleased with the opportunities afforded them by Echolink, remote operating, digital modes, and 
software coding for their next project.  
Do we really want to be that guy who drives miles out of the way to avoid the roundabout and who opines daily on how this-or-that “isn’t REAL ham radio”?  
I think not.  We are lucky to have the resources and collegiality of a really great club – SARA – and plenty of opportunities to make use of it to continue life-long learning in Amateur Radio for ourselves, while offering relevant programming and mentoring to new hams.  Just how we choose to do those things will depend on being open to new ideas and being self-aware.  This sort of thing isn’t only for Californians in a yoga class.  It’s for everyone who wants to be effective in a changing world.  And nothing changes faster than technology, so let’s all work on it:
·	Be aware that your years of HF experience are vastly different from a new ham’s VHF/UHF experience and that both of you have completely different entry-level experiences overall.
·	Amateur Radio is no longer the only game in town when it comes to global interaction and communication as a hobby activity.  
·	Smartphones rule as the go-to devices for communication.  Isn’t it better to find ways to use them to our advantage to facilitate ham radio activities than to go on about how they might not work in emergencies?  That is true, of course – but in everyday use they are eating our lunch.  And “everyday” happens a lot more often than the odd breakdown in cellular technology.  
·	Be honest about what you know and (more importantly) what you don’t.  For example, in spite of the fact that you have been licensed for 30 or 40 or 50 years, you might not know anything about digital modes.  There is no shame in asking about the basics.  And no one says you have to actually prefer keyboarding over the microphone or the Bencher paddle.  But at the same time, don’t be afraid to stretch your horizons.
·	It works the other way around, too.  You almost certainly have knowledge and skills that would help a newbie.  Ask what you can do to help!
·	Much of life revolves around what is practical.  It’s what works.  It’s what gets used.  It’s what makes sense at the right time in the right space.  Always keep practicality in mind when you mentor new hams.  For example, as much as you might enjoy traditional HF operation yourself, a newly-licensed ham with a young family or an aging retired couple may live in a place where HF antennas are out of the question.  Do you respond by offering the options of HF remote control, HF mobile/portable, and special event HF operation as alternatives to either moving somewhere else or staying on VHF?
·	If the club repeater is silent all day long, day after day – as many are, what do you do?  Do our newly-licensed Tech operators get an answer when they make a call on the repeater?  Or do they even know how to make that first call?  What help to they need to get started and to feel comfortable on the air?  Is there anything you can suggest to the rest of the club to make the repeater more popular?  Should every new ham get a participation-interest survey as a follow-up after they have earned their Tech ticket and have received their callsign as a result of our classes and VE sessions?
·	Listen, listen, listen.  We all learn more by listening than we do by talking.  Sometimes, though, YOU have to be the one to begin the conversation.  
·	Know your resources AND your audience!  When we talk to others about ham radio, there will be different messages for the general public and licensed hams.  
·	Invite other hams to the party!  Spread the news of meetings and programs far and wide.  Don’t miss a chance to mention our upcoming special events on the air.  
·	Don’t forget about our friends with disabilities.  The Handiham Program is a 
resource to keep in mind.  If I started to talk about my time with the Handihams, this already long essay would dwarf War and Peace!  
Have a GREAT 2018! 
73 – Pat  wa0tda@arrl.net 
Continued on next page
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SARA History – VE Team

With our next VE session scheduled for November 9th, I want to bring up a bit of VE history this month. With very few limited exceptions which I won't go into here, prior to the FCC going to a Volunteer Examiner system, the only way to obtain a ham radio license was to make a trip to an FCC office to take exams. 
After multiple attempts to pass the 5wpm code, I eventually earned a Tech license in March 1982 and while I continued to struggle increasing code speed to 20wpm, I steadily progressed to General, Advanced and finally Extra in June 1983, 
approximately a year prior to the beginning of the VE system. In June 1986, I received VE #2874 through the W5YI group and soon thereafter also became an ARRL VE. 
With only 3 members of SARA holding Extra licenses when our initial VE Team was formed and there still being a code requirement, we sometimes got stretched rather thin covering code as well as theory exams. For almost all of our earlier exam 
sessions, we had additional VE help from Advanced class club members, who were able to test for all license classes, except Extra. The first SARA exam session for which I was able to locate info, was on 12/10/1994 when we had 2 examinees earn Tech licenses. We had 2 Extra and 2 Advanced VEs and it was the only session we have ever had with fewer than 3 Extra class VEs. 
I find it rewarding when looking at the list of successful examinees as well as the club rosters over the years and seeing all of the new and upgraded licenses. Many other current and past club members, including 7 of our 11 SARA presidents, have earned new or upgraded licenses through our VE program. Several members of our VE Team have coordinated and volunteered services at Handiham Radio Camps. While our 
usual routine has been to offer an exam session following SARA spring and fall 
classes, I have considered adding additional exam sessions. However as there a couple of clubs in the area offering exams on a fairly regular schedule, there has been no need to add more sessions on a regular basis.

Shel NØDRX
SARA Trustee

Continued on next page
ON THE WATERFALL
By Joe Heitzinger KCØOIO 
(PODXS 070 #1601 & LONP #256, DMC #05351, EPC #19663)

Greetings all! 
“ON THE WATERFALL” returns in December. 


SARA HF DIGI NET 

The Digi Net is at 7:00 pm Central Sunday evenings. The net usually runs in about 30-45 minutes and wraps up in time for the gang to move to 160m for the SARA 160m Round Robin Rag Chew. Join us for this enjoyable digital modes net on 3.584.15, centered between 500-1000 Hz up on the waterfall. I usually send a reminder out via e-mail sometime Sunday that includes the mode and frequency for that evening’s session. The SARA HF Digital Net will meet every Sunday at 7:00 pm Central, unless otherwise noted, into April. 
Until next time, 73 and I hope to see you on the waterfall!  de KC0OIO.
Continued from previous  page

Continued on next page
“Remembering the Edmund Fitzgerald" 
Split Rock Lighthouse 
Special Event - November 3-5
SARA’s big, annual special event is coming soon! 
About 20 from the club will be operating as WØJH Special Event Station. This is the thirteenth consecutive year for our popular, transnational event. And, it marks 42 years since the fateful night of the infamous iron-ore carrier the Edmund Fitzgerald. 
Come to learn and to have fun!
Besides a phone station at the trail center, we’ll be operating from the parking lot and have a portable station at the adjacent campground.  Many operating opportunities, learning experiences and quality, afterhours networking sessions are guaranteed for all who attend. 
If you’re interested in attending for all or part of this event, don’t wait; contact Dave (WØOXB).
Membership
Even though SARA monthly meetings have as usual, been suspended from June-August, the club has been very active during this period. We have gained several new members over the summer months and I attribute that to a large degree to the activity and visibility of the club during the summer. Radios in the Park events have been an excellent activity for member participation as well as an attraction for non-members. Several of our newest members have Tech licenses and are potential candidates for our upcoming General classes this fall. 

While we will not be beating the drum for 2018 renewals for a couple of months, keep in mind that memberships are on a calendar year basis and end on December 31. Paying 2018 dues after the beginning of the new year, will not extend membership 
beyond December 31, so nothing is gained by being late. As of 8/24/2017, we have 94 members and thanks to all for your continued support.

For privacy reasons, only current club officers have access to the complete roster. However I am including a list of current members, sorted by call signs and year through which dues are paid. If you are on this list showing 2018 or beyond, we thank you for keeping ahead of the game and no need to pay dues until late next year. If you have a 2017 date, you are paid until the end of this year.  

Please send any changes in license status, address, or phone numbers directly to me, so we can maintain current info on the roster. 

73,
Shel NØDRX
SARA Trustee
Trustee@radioham.org
	

SARA Needs YOU!
Get involved ...
Make a difference ...
Have fun!
ww.radioham.org 




NEW: SARA-Sponsored
75m Round-Robin Rag Chew

It's fall andalter the start timeour!
(Low frequency propagation is not affected as much by absorption as in the spring and summer.)

Each:
:: 9:00 am Central
:: 3.856 MHz+/- QRM(Rememberuse that "big knob" on your radio to tune around and find us!)

*This is a facilitated, informal gathering; it is not a net!
  (Yes, OXB Dave is gone for October but others will show up.)
*All are welcome to join us (SARA membership is not required).
Continued on next page
Continued on next page
ARES Nets:

A. ARES Nets: Oct. 10th; 7 PM, 146.985; No PL Tone
      Oct 15th: 146.985, No PL Tone at 7 PM
B. SEMARC ARES Check-ins: Oct.4,11,18,25; 8 PM; 146.985
C. ARES Nets: Nov 5; 7 PM, 146.985; No PL Tone (Daylight Savings Ends)
     Nov 15th: 146.985, No PL Tone at 7 PM
D. SEMARC ARES Check-ins: Nov1,8,15,22, 29; 8 PM; 146.985
E. ARES Nets: Dec. 3rd ; 7 PM, 146.985; No PL Tone
     Dec. 15th: NO NET
F. SEMARC ARES Check-ins: Dec.6,13,20,27; 8 PM; 146.985
G. ARES Nets: Jan 15 only, 7 PM, 146.985

Please post this by your radio and/or kitchen table and try to check in once or twice per month and enjoy the topic. John (KAØHYR) has the schedule for NCS and topics laid out for the year; he has left several open for “any available NCS”, so contact John (jeregan@mnmicro.net ) and get some practice as a Net Control Station. This is the most valuable ham position at a real disaster activation, so get your skills up now while practice time is available; The script for the NCS is also available. You will be surprised at how quickly your skills rise to the top or are renewed and it becomes second nature. 

HF Nets in MN (some ARES, some Section nets, some club nets):
H. SARA FL Digi Net: 7 PM Sunday; 3.581.15 MHz
I. ARRL MN Phone Net; 12 noon, 5:30 PM Daily; 3.860 MHz
J. ARRL MN Section (CW) Net; 6:30 PM, 9:50 PM Daily; 3.568 MHz
K. MN ARES FL digi Net: Thursday, 8 PM, 3.583,5  MHz USB, Olivia 8-500

HF Nets with Neighboring States:
L. North Dakota: 6:30 PM Daily; 3.937 MHz
M. South Dakota: 6 PM Daily; 3.870 MHz
N. Wisconsin: 5:30 PM Daily, 3.985 MHz
O. Iowa: 12:30 PM, 5:30 PM Daily, 3.970 MHz
P. Michigan Digital Traffic Net (MIDTN), Thur. 7 PM, 3,583.50 KHz, USB, uses Olivia 8-500 . 

VHF Digital Nets:
Q. SEMARC FL Digi Net: Every Wed. Sept.-May; Voice check In 146.985; 
     digital check-in 144.950
R. Scott County ARES Net, Monday, 7 PM; 147.165R; also 146.535 S . 
Why are these guys so doggone happy? (See last page.)
Answers:  

·	They are the Tuesday lunch sweepstakes winners  on some 
unknown Tuesday in 2003. Look at those grins!
·	Antenna raising, Field Day 2007 at  Fred C. Anderson Scout Camp.
·	Ice station event at fish house on Mille Lacs circa 2004.  At some point it burned down. (Not on our watch!)
What a Difference a Dit Makes
Bill, VE3XT
For my day to day logging I use N3FJP’s Amateur Contact Log (ACL). I find it very 
user friendly and the learning curve was not particularly steep. There’s also several other locals who use it so it is easy to ask for and get assistance.
When ACL is up and running it has a “fish finder” component to it. If you’re not sure what that means it’s a column that you can use to show all the spotted stations on the band you’re listening to. I usually never trust these spots as the op that spotted it may have copied the call wrong. It’s not uncommon to see another station later report a corrected call. This is what my main screen looks like while I’m operating normally. The spotted stations are shown in the right blue window over a portion of the band that my KX3 is on. 
Well, last November I saw BY3T spotted in the fish finder, that’s China and boy do I want to work’em. He’s clipping along at a good rate just on the north side of 30 WPM and man’oh’ man is he strong and building. I copy the call and it sure sounds like BY3T. Did I tell you how bad I want China?  And he is holding at a S7 and still running stations like crazy.
I zero beat him manually on the KX 3. I’m probably only going to get one chance at this and I don’t want to mess it up by using the automatic spot function. I wait for a pause in stations calling him and hit the F2 button which sends VE3XT at a robust 3 Watts which is just under a QRP Gallon to my vertical. BINGO.... I hear “VE3XT de BY3T 5NN TNX BILL 73”.
Holy smokes I just worked China and he called me by name. I was up doing the happy dance, hollering at the top of my voice to my XYL saying I just snagged China.  Wait a minute...  so who the heck do I know in China who has a Ham ticket? Nobody! Nada! Zippo!  This “Chinese” station is still S7 and running stations like crazy. Let’s give a closer listen to his call. 
Wait a minute, it’s not BY3T but 6Y3T and that would be Jamaica. Tom, VE3CX who lives just outside of Thunder Bay, in Kaministiqua was down there at contest station 6Y3T readying for the CQ WW CW contest operation the following weekend. At this point our dog Rufus learnt some new words as apparently I was a sailor in a previous life. I then went back and edited the log to reflect this new station.
Years ago the American TV Network ABC ran a program called The Wide World of Sports and its opening showed a ski jumper lunging off a ski jump and making a 
horrific crash landing. The tag line was “The joy of victory and the agony of defeat”. 
I now unfortunately understand how that ski jumper felt. I’m still in the hunt for a BY station but I’ve got a very nice 6Y3T QSL that I keep at the operating position to 
always remind me to double check any posted call signs in my fish finder. 
Executive summary, never trust someone’s copy of a call sign and verify it for yourself!
4E3XT, oops VE3XT
Anyone remember when and where this was? (Answer on last page.)
